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GRA :AM COI:NTY
in few countries did Nature ever enclose
compact
a form so many of the elements of
so
in
human comfort and civilization, as in this County of
c`(' Graham, the foremost of which is agriculture, which,
with the enlightened spirit now applied to it, raises it from mere
mechanical drudgery to the dignity of science ; and as the
climatic conditions are known and the composition of the earth
is analyzed, we have learned the capacity of the soil we cultivate.
Graham, the youngest County of Arizona, is at this time
least
known, whether we consider the variety of its soil and
the
climate, the inexhaustible stores of its mineral wealth ; its
scenery—grand and picturesque beyond example ; its timber,
its mineral springs, or its intelligent population, embracing one
million six hundred thousand acres, lying in the south-eastern
J. portion of the Territory of Arizona, and contains at present,
some 7,000 souls. It has 13 School Districts with 96 0 pupils
05
enrolled, and its taxable property has increased in value over
20 per cent. the past year. It is easily reached by the A. & N.
M. R. R. , from Lordsburg, New Mexico, and from Bowie and
Wilcox on the Southern Pacific R. R., which are both a short
distance from the County line. There are in the County two
permanent Government Posts—Fort Grant, the acknowled best
located Cavalry Post in the Territory, and Fort Thomas on the
Gila River ; and in these garrisons of soo men and 3 00 horses
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GRAHAM.
is found a market for the produce of the Gila Valley. It has
two saw-mills, from which lumber is delivered in the towns .of
the Gila Valley at $30 per M. The building material is chiefly
adobe or sun-dried clay, but kiln-binned bricks of extra quality
are made. It has one flouring mill at Safford, an ice machine
at Fort Thomas, and one weekly newspaper, the CLIFTON
CLARION, published at Clifton.
.

Its mining industries are represented by the extensive'
copper-smelting plants of the Arizona Copper Company and the
Detroit Copper Company.

The Gila River crosses it from east to west, 'which, with
its tributaries the San Francisco, the Eagle, Blue and Black
rivers—all running streams—make it by far the best watered
County in the 'Territory. Fish abound in these rivers, from the
Colorado salmon in the Gila to the speckled mountain trout of
the Blue. On the summit of Mount Graham, 5,0 0 0 feet above
the Gila Valley, are ponds filled with dace: The virtues of its
mineral waters are undisputed, and the unsettled and yet unexplored northern portion of the County abound in such game as
the bear, deer, turkey and quail.
The attractions of this County to those seeking new homes
may be summarized in a sentence. It possesses the advantages
of being most healthfully located in a latitude of 'genial climate
and unbounded natural resources. It has been sleeping a
long sleep, visited by many troubled dreams, and from this it
is barely beginning to awaken; but the full awakening is at
hand, and it bids fair to precede a period of growth, business
activity and prosperity hitherto undreamed of In mining
matters it has been a staunch adherent of King Copper, but
it is now transfering its allegiance to silver and gold,; and
when as shipper to all parts of the world of the incalculable
mineral wealth of Graham County, her people in active cooperation an sympathy with its producers, it will be, a seat.of
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wealth and power beyond the conception of those who know
it at present.
It is only now that a generation of young men, Americans,
unhampered by alien associations and traditions, possessed of
energy and broad views, are setting out to develop her wellknown mineral stores, and success seems certain to crown their
efforts.
Crossing the Rio Gila to the north anywhere between the
San Carlos agency and the mouth of the San Francisco, a distance of over one hundred ,miles, we enter what is termed a
veritable "terra incognita," known only to the few hunters or
prospectors who have entered it from time to time in search of
the minerals with which its mountains teem, or to trap the
beaver or other game which abound along the banks of the
streams, which find birth in the valleys and carions on the
slopes of the White Mountains, its northern boundary.
This has hitherto been due to the "Apache trouble," that
terrible scourge against which our beautiful Territory so long
contended, and which so long clogged her steps as she strove to
take her destined-appointed place in the front rank of the army
of progress.
Watered as this region is, by Black River, Eagle, the Rio
Bonito and the Blue, and numberless other smaller streams,
which rush from their snowy cradles on the majestic peaks of
the Sierra Blancas, and after mingling their waters with the
Gila, flow on to exercise the mysterious magic of their power on
hundreds of miles of farms and fruit orchards, and find a resting place eventually on the bosom of the great ocean itself, it is
not surprising that "Lo" only relaxed his hold on this magnificent extent of fertile valley and pine-covered mountains after a
lasting and desperate struggle. At last, however, the periodical
Apache raid is a thing of the past ; his hold is broken, and he
himself, thanks to General Miles, is being taken where he will
be safe. But the people of Graham County are not selfish ;
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they have waited for the daylight through all these long and
weary years ; have experienced the horrors of Indian warfare,
and held the fort in the van of civilization, secure in the future
and confident that their County, the gem of the southwest,
would finally shake herself .free from all her enemies, and now
that the era of prosperity, so long anticipated, is dawning in
gladness over her hills, they take this means to invite all to come
and help them enjoy the fruits of their courage, faith and
persistence.
They haven't got any corner lots to sell at boom prices
either, but the land is here as broad as all outdoors and as free
as God's sweet air or sunlight, with the water beside it, and only
needing the hand of man to bring them together in order to
"bloom and blossom like the rose." It is an undisputed fact
that there is no other part of Uncle Sam's domain where the
home-seeker can reap,as bountiful a reward in proportion to the
amount of capital and toil expended, as in the southwest ; and
of no part of the southwest is this more true than of Graham
County. But we want workers—not drones ; men of thrift and
industry, who will come prepared to put their shoulder to the
wheel, and help us lift the car of progress and place it firmly on
its onward track j and then sit down beneath "their own vine
and fig-tree" and enjoy the sure results. By the way, that same
expression is no mere figure of speech when used with respect
to Southern Arizona, and especially that portion of it which it
is the object of this article to bring to the notice of the outside
world.
The whole country knows what has been done in California, and the fame attained in the fruit and wine markets of
the world by the products of her "desert lands," has spread too
widely to need more than mention here. Well, the soil and
climatic conditions which exist there have been exactly reproduced in the valley of the Gila. What has been done there
can be done—in fact is being done here ; and while in Cali.-
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fornia the poor man's opportunity has forever passed, and her
"worthless" lands of a decade ago now represent a value of
hundreds of dollars per acre, in Arizona, and in Graham
County especially; its price to the settler is neither more nor
less than the fees required by the land office for entering it;
We hear a great deaf of talk now-a-days about "manifest
destiny." Well, the "manifest destiny" of the northern portion
of Graham, it seems to the writer, will be to furnish water-power
to run the immense fruit-canneries, bottling works, grist mills,
etc., which will be erected here to handle the fruit, wine and
grain which will be produced on the sun-kissed lands to the
south. Such a .prophecy as this fifteen or perhaps ten years ago
would to most people have sounded the very extravagance of
boastful folly, and even now, perhaps, sounds rather fanciful
but only a moment's serious thought is required to convince any
man acquainted with the subject, that its fulfillment will be
neither more nor less than the natural consequence of the advantages with which Nature has blessed this section, coupled
with a proper exhibition of energy on the part of its people.

FARMING AND FRUIT RAISING.

In the Valley of the Gila, in which 9 0 per cent. of the
farming of the County is at present done, there vvas in 1887,
under cultivation, some 4 5 , 000 • acres of land all irrigated by
canals or ditches from the Gila River ; of this, some 2,soo was
in wheat and i 0,000 acres in barley. The wheat averaged some
2;300 lbs. per acre, and produced flour at the rate of 6o per
cent., all of which finds a market in the valley, and there is
imported some 3 00 , 000 lbs., annually, from Colorado and
California. The seed at present most used is the variety known
as the Sonora.
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Barley has been worth in the local market, i y, cents per
pound.
After the crops of barley and wheat have been harvested
about June, the land is plowed and irrigated, and a crop of corn
is planted 'which will average, when gathered, 3, 000 lbs. per
acre ; or beans, for this is emphatically a bean country, and every
species of beans are grown with but little expense and trouble
yet 75 per cent , of the beans used in the County are imported
from California.
Irish potatoes yield well, and after the crop has been dug,
say in July, a crop of sweet potatoes may follow, which will
always mature before frost. Sweet potatoes could be made one
of the staple crops of the Gila Valley ; the average product ion is
20,000 lbs. per acre, local price 2 cents per lb.; all varieties can
be grown and they are easily kept in banks in the open air ;
yet all the mining camps receive their supplies from California.
Cabbages, peas, beets and cauliflower produce well and are in
good demand, yet of thee, California sends to the County over
6o per cent. The artichoke is growing to be a very popular vegetable all over the country, and here in the rich soil of the river
bottoms, where the land is impregnated with salt, this plant will/
grow to perfection; it is well adapted to canning. 'rhe one firm
now engaged in canning this vegetable in Louisiana report that
it is almost impossible to supply the demand for canned
artichokes.
Of alfalfa, some five crops are cut each year, and it is
selling in Solomonville at $8 per ton, and barley hay at $1 o,*
and under the present conditions this could be baled and laid
down at a profit at Sheldon, on the A. & N. M. R. R., and
supply the mining centre that imports from California.
At the residence of the Hon, Geo. H. Stevens, at Solomonville, surrounded by a luxuriant garden, with pleasant suggestions of domestic comfort and prosperous contentment, you
find a hedge of osage orange, two years old, five feet in height,
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and three feet thick, a 'lawn of Bermuda grass, apples, pears,
peaches, figs, grapes and pomegranates in bearing, and a few
rods away unoccupied government land with the same character
of soil.
It is not the intention of the writer to discount the future,
and so will only say that where flourish the grape so must wine. making follow, and the curing of raisins, for which the climate
—free from fogs—is admirably adapted, become a' source of
future wealth.
EXTRACT FROM THE "RESOURCES OF GRAHAM COUNTY."

. "It would well repay any person who has not seen any of
the practical results of fruit-growing to make a visit to Mr. Pedro
Michelena's ranch on the north side of the Gila River from
Solomonville, and see what has been accomplished by a little
experimental gardening.' I use the word experimental for the
reason that the work was in fact experimental when it was
undertaken, and lands of this character, which are now worth
with water rights, some Sr o per acre, will before long quadruple
that figure. Fruit-growing will always be profitable, for it is
just as impossible to overstock the market with fruit as it is to
overstock the market by a great 'product of wheat. We find a
market for our wheat at home, and we can find a market for
our fruit wherever we take it. We have as good land for
peaches, apricots, plums, figs and grapes, as there is in the
world, and that has been demonstrated. Still, our farmers
stick in the old grooves and raise wheat and barley alone.
It seems to the writer that Graham County has been
fortunate in the favoritism of Nature. There is no other section
of the Territory where Nature has been more generous, or
where she has been more easily subdued, or where a greater or
equal return has been realized on the same outlay. Notwithstanding all this, her real resources are but little better known
to-day than they were ten years ago, nor will they be any better
known until enterprise leads to the investment of some other undertaking than wheat-raising. I do not wish to be understood as
combating wheat culture ; it has made the Gila Valley what it
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is. But I do contend that a diversity of crops would make us
richer and more prosperous ; and I further contend that a
diversity of crops is possible and profitable, and we have but to
plant and we will reap."
In the north-eastern portion of the County, on Eagle, Blue
and Black Rivers, and in the Valleys that nestle at the foot of •
the Sierra Blancas, which are now unsettled, will be found rich,
black alluvial soil, where can be raised without irrigation,
yellow dent corn, Irish potatoes, and all the fruits and vegetables
of the temperate zone.
The writer has seen on the neighboring White Mountain
Reservation, under precisely the same conditions, corn rowing
without irrigation that yielded 4, 000 lbs. per acre, and to the
-

settler of moderate means who would wish to plant orchards,
raise a few head of stock or hogs, for which he would find a
bountiful supply of mast, the opportunities are now open, and
with the present development of the mining interest in that portion of the County, he has a market at his door for all his
surplus produce.
These valleys lying now dormant, will at no distant day be
classed as valuable as Kirkland, Skull and Williamson Valleys
in the County of Yavapai, now settled by Americans, who
have grown. wealthy under precisely the same conditions. This
part of the County to-day is truly the frontier of civilization, and
5oo families, with their stock, could at once locate without
interfering with the rights of their neighbors. The railroad
from Lordsburg, New _Mexico, to Clifton, affords easy access to
this fertile Territory, unsurpassed in natural sources of wealth.
We think, from a plain statement of facts relating to the farming
in Graham, not over-rating the possibilities or in any way misstating, that it offers to the intending settler better opportunities
and prospects for success, than any part of the Southwest, and
the one who can supplant his industry with small capital will
surely succeed.
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STOCK RAISING.
According to the returns of the Assessor for the year 1887,
there are in this County 37,000 head of cattle, 2,000 horses,
and 5,000 head of sheep.
Though as yet few complaints are heard of overcrowded
rangcs as in other portions of the Territory, but until some increased supply of water is found the conditions do not admit of
the pasturage of any further large bands of cattle. But for
those who desire to grow fine stock, the condition of things can
be made that the necessity of depending on the range is done
away with, the alfalfa pastures providing all that is netessary to
keep stock in good condition at least ten months of the year,
besides producing an abundance of hay to feed them during the
remaining two months of the year. Graded stock do well in
this climate, as shown by the splendid results obtained by H. C.
Hooker of Camp Grant, and Jones & Ming of Aravaipa, and
there is no reason why the Valley of Graham County should not
become as famous as a breeding courftry as the blue grass regions
of Kentucky or the famed plains of Arabia ; and from an
economic standpoint of view there is no known country where
stock can be' raised more cheaply than in these valleys, the ease
of access to the railroads making it that beeves can be fattened
for market, and dairy cows can be raised for the East. Already
we are shipping blooded horses raised in this County, to California. There is one branch of stock-raising whiçh is not by
any means overdone, and that is the raising of mules; as the
scope of country in the United States increases, the greater the
demand for animals suited for draft purposes, and it is an
acknowledged fact that in many sections the mule has as many
friends as the horse, for this object. The great arguments in
favor of mules are their hardiness, endurance, and the ease with
which they can be sold. The yet unsettled country north of
the Gila offers unequalled advantages for the raising of mules
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or the Angora goat.
Sheep do well, and the average increase
has been 90 per cent.; and though the same argument as to
pasturage applies to sheep, as to cattle there is yet room for a
limited number to supply the local market with mutton.
.

TIMBER.
Graham County is wonderfully rich in woods, and the
quantity of these within the limit of the County is inconceivable.
Its standing pine available for mill purposes, is estimated to be
over fifty millions of feet, board' measurement ; of this, the
annual cut is only about one million of feet, and from Graham
Mountain, which supplies the domestic market of the Gila:
Valley, the pine and hardwood standing in the, country north of
the Gila, being as yet untouched. Every cation in the Graham
Mountains, clOwn which runs a constant stream of clear, icecold water, is lined with a wondrous growth of pine, alder, oak
and walnut. This oak is peçuliarly adapted for wagon-building;
there are now, and have been for the past five years, wagon
tongues made from this wood; and under the present conditions, white oak staves could be dressed and finished, and
shipped in shooks to the wine and oil-producing regions of California, and a profit realized. A cooper with small capital would
here find a new field. The alder, of which there grows an
abundance, would furnish a manufactory for wooden-ware. The
walnut timber is susceptible of a very high polish, and will make
excellent veneers. The thousands of tons of tan bark would
pay to grind and ship, and we are now in a condition to supply
the timberless counties of Southern California with all these
mannfactured products. There is growing in abundance on the
plains, the palmea, the famous Mexican soap weed, which
ground into pulp, now constitutes an important article of import
from our sister republic. The reducing to pulp is simple and
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inexpensive, and the same pressed into cakes was awarded the
highest premium at the Cincinnati Exposition of 1885.
Mesquite is a tree which forms a most notable feature of our
Graham sylva, and its economic uses are little understood. As
fuel the wood, both root and stem, is unsurpassed, and the
charcoal made from this wood is of the best quality for metallurgical and smelting purposes. Mesquite posts are indestructible, either under or above ground. This plant is capable of
making excellent hedges. Seedlings are easily raised, which,
in three years, will develop into vigorous shoots, which, by proper pruning and trimming, will make impenetrable hedges. The
wood is very hard, heavy and fine-grained and takes a beautiful polish. The heart wood is richly colored, its several zones
varying from yellowish-red to purple, and contrasts sharply with
the pale yellow of the superficial layers. These qualities render mesquite wood very valuable for cabinet work. During the
summer months, from May to September, there exudes from the
bark of the mesquite a gum, which concretes in tears of variable
size and of a light amber color. It has the taste of gum arabic, makes excellent mucilage and dissolves readily in three
parts of water. This gum is found in old trees with thick,
cracked bark and around fractures. The yield can be greatly
increased by mahing incisions on the trunk; therefore this
gum, being of prime quality, can be made to become an article
of trade. The fruit of the mesquite contains nutritive principles
which make it a valuable article of food. In the field it is a
wholesome substitute for grain. Horses and mules soon learn
to know the tree or bush, always abundantly fructiferous, and
as soon as let loose go in search of the fallen pods lying in the
grass under the thorny branches. In full maturity they fall to
the ground, and under these conditions they keep well until the
next crop. They are rich in sugar and nitrogen; a careful analysis yielded 30 per cent. of glucose. Before the advent of railroads, when grain was scarce in the Territory, mesquite pods
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were regularly bought from the Pima and Vuma Indians for
about a dollar a bushel. They constitute a favorite food of
Mexicans and Indians. The ripe pod is ground on the matate,
the seeds picked out and the flour thus obtained is ground into
cakes. Mesquite atole is made by throwing the pods into boiling water; when cooked they are put into fresh water and
,pounded into a pulp, which is strained, the liquor containing in
suspension and solution all the nutriment of the fruit and can
be drank ad libitum and is a very pleasant beverage,
On the plains at the foot of Mount Graham and in the country north of Clifton there are tens of thousands of cords of mesquite, and there is nothing to hinder its being rafted down the
San Francisco River to Clifton during the high water of the winter and summer months.
IRRIGATION.
All the crops raised in the Gila Valley do, and must depend upon irrigation, and while there is ample water for present
use,—and we have been passing through two exceptionally dry
seasons—if the area of the present ditches be extended, a systern of just and exact distribution of water must be established.
On Eagle, Blue and Black Rivers there is at present running
waste, water sufficient to irrigate thousands of acres of government land, and it is to these advantages the attention of the intending settler of moderate means is directed. These waters
are also permanently adapted to storage; every enterprise of
this kind has been a success, and we can confidently predict
that before many years shall have passed, none of the prodigal
waste of water during the rainy season will be seen. There is.
no more inviting field for capital to-day in this County than is
afforded by this enterprise.
All efforts have heretofore failed to obtain artesian water-
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in this Territory, though none have been tried in this County.

Many persons Who have not investigated the conditions necessary to procure water by artesian wells, assume that it is only a
question of depth the well is driven when an abundant supply
will be secured. No idea in connection with water supply is
more fallacious. The geological and topographical conditions
necessary for success can only exist where the water is derived
from an elevation above the ground where the well is located,
and the water bearing stratum confined between impervious
strata such as clay. If you look at the map of the County you
find marked the underground course of the Rio Surcas. This
water has its source in the Peloncillo Mountains, and rises in the
Gila at Safford. This is proved by wells sunk in the San Simon Vtley, which show a distinct current; in the wells which
have already tapped this current the water is found in coarse
gravel, which contain void spaces; but there is every reason to
believe that on the plains above Solomonville, under which this
current flows, different results would be obtained, the geological conditions being peculiarly favorable. Sub-irrigation is a
subject very important to the future prosperity of the Gila
Valley, and men who have given it a careful study feel confident that it will eventually supplant the present system of surface irrigation ; and nowhere in the broad Territory of Arizona
can this system be better employed than in the strip of country
lying from above Solomonville, to Camp Thomas, a distance of
3 0 miles, which will average four sections of vacant government
land to the mile ; which land, for viticultural purposes, has no
superior, and, as a fruit-growing section, cannot be surpassed.
At a depth of not more than 20 feet an abundance of pure
water is found, and the Valley enjoys a climate the mean temperature of which is not lower than the central parts of Italy—
about 6o deg. Far. The air is exceedingly dry ; the fogs and
constant change of air which mark the climate of the much-
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vaunted Los Angeles are unknown, with plenty of water and
free soil.
We will now count the cost and method or sub-irrigation.
The piping through which the water is to be conducted is made
of concrete, with one continuous slot in the bottom through which
the water gradually seeps, and is also absorbed in the ground
watering the roots of the growing crops. The piping is placed
a sufficient depth beneath the surface to enable the ground to
be cultivated without interrupting it. By 'this means all the
water is utilized, and the ground is kept moist and free from
baking, as in the case of surface irrigation. The expense of
putting in all necessary conditions is about $20 per acre, and
much more satisfactory results are obtained with about oneeighth the water required ; and in the case of this vaÎley, it can
be pumped at about one-half of what it costs from ditches, to
say nothing of the increased benefits derived. Fruit trees
thrive much better, and for small fruits the system can not be
equalled. A twelve horse-power engine is all that will be required to pump for one section of land, and that and the required pumpimg machinery can be laid down here, for $1,300.
:

It requires no stretch of immagination to see these 50,000
now unoccupied, broad and fertile acres, happy and prosperous
homes of a progressive people, covered with vineyards and
fruits, and dotted with stately mansions, while to the west rises
the majestic Mount Graham whose peaks diffuse a grateful
coolness over the plains below, and whose sides are thickly
covered with timber for building and fuel, while as a health resort it is unrivaled. Its delightful climate renders it both pleasant and beneficial to the invalid, its, pure water makes it free
from malaria, and its bracing atmosphere adds new life to those
who seek the wanted vigor of youth. The peach and apricot
here attain perfection ; the climate and soil, slightly impregnated
with bismuth, being identical with the vale of Cashmere, in -
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Persia—the home of the peach—the raising of which and small
fruits for canning, and the curing of the raisin grape, will furnish
pleasant employment for hundreds of willing bands.
All the unoccupied land of the County is government land.
It is not encumbered with grants, not even the faint shadow of
the Reavis claim, which stretches over the Counties of Maricopa
and Final. To the man of moderate capital who wishes to
-escape the disease-breeding countries of the crowded East, we
say, come to Graham County ; in no country can you get such
return for your capital loaned nor such security. To the
farmer and fruit-grower, the man with family who would wish to
raise his children 'mid scenes and surroundings and in a climate
in which all that is good and perfect in American civilization is
to be realized, we say, come to Graham County, and a right
royal welcome you will find here, before you. To the sportsman or Pleasure-seeker we say : If you wish to enjoy Nature in
her wildest modes, come to Graham County ; access is easy, and
you will not find two hunters for every deer, or a fish for every
fisherman. For the prospector—the man who wants to make a
find—Graham County to-day presents a field comparatively unknown and unprospected. There is a belt of quartz—a mother
lode several miles in width, traversing the County from north
to south—that is full of wealth ; and, where dollars have been
taken from the ravines and gulches, there are millions in her
hills which only require intaligent operators and a small outlay
of funds, to extract and put in circulation.
About three miles above Fort Thomas are several springs,
which, for medicinal properties and curative virtues, are unsurpassed by any similar springs in the United States. In many
classes of blood disorders they have proved themselves equal, if
not superior, to the far-famed Hot-Springs of Arkansas. Persons afflicted with rheumatic affections of the most obstinate
kind, have been promptly relieved by bathing in them and
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drinking the water. The water has a. temperature of about
200 deg. Fahr. at two feet below the surface, being only 12 deg.
below boiling point. There has been no quantitative analyses
made as yet, but a qualitative analyses shows that the water
contains iron, both in the foi rn of the sulphate and chloride, in
large quantities ; calcium sulphate, calcium carbonate, magnesium carbonate and sulphate, and traces of the carbonates of
bariun and aluminum. Taking internally, it is both tonic and
aperient, in its action speedily clearing the clogged-up system
of accumulated waste and building it up, purifying the blood
and making it richer. The springs are much resorted to by
people living in the Valley, who have every faith in their efficacy.
:

MINING.

The outlook for the mining interest of Graham was never
brighter than at the present time. There is renewed activity all
along the line, and prospecting is being actively pushed ahead.
From Black River, the northern boundary of the County, to
the Gila, lies the least-known mineral country on the Pacific
Slope, and whose characteristics indicate an extensive zone
containing large deposits of the royal metals. Here are the old
time famous placer mines of Oro, which, in the early 70's,
electrified the mining world with their marvelous production of
royal metal, and made that region the rendezvous for enterprising fortune-hunters from all parts of the world, and paved the
way for the prosperous copper industries which now constitute
the bulk of the wealth of the district.
At Oro is the works of the Clifton Hydi aulic Company, who
own many acres of this auriferous soil. Some years ago piping
was delivered on the ground and operations commenced ; but
-
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for some cause, not completed. The Superintendent, Geo. W.
Wells, Esq., still resides here; he is an old experienced miner,
who knows the true value of this property, and who takes an interest in directing prospectors and aiding in every way the development of placer mining. Within- the last few months important quartz discoveries have been made at several points
above Oro, and the foundations of several promising quartz
camps have been laid. This County affords an inviting field
for exploration, for the range has scarcely been touched by the
pick of the prospector for quartz, and placer mining has been
confined to the river bars. The large forks of the San Francisco
river at this point, are all an unknown country, that can not
but be rich in mineral wealth, from the fact that it is the source
from whence the placer gold was derived. These quartz interests are already assuming large proportions, several arastras
being ké pt steadily running on high-grade ore, from various
mines.
More important discoveries are in a new district recently
discovered on Chase Creek, about 13 miles above Clifton.
The ledges there, are veritable bonanzas ; so much so in fact, as
to lead one to believe that the parallel ridges around the central
uplift of Grey's peak are the richest deposits of silver ore in the
County. Savage and picturesque as all these gulches are,
every one of them is magnificently timbered, and an abundance
of absolutely perfect water ; and all are easily accessible, despite
their savage appearance, by wagon road or narrow guage railroad.
All over the County massive boulders of chloride ore and
country rock as big as railroad cars are piled in titanic confusion and atthe base of the peaks are miles of debris denuded
by some mighty geologic confusion from the primitive formation of the naked peaks above ; while below in the basins
wild fruits and succulant grasses are growing luxuriently. About
3 miles northwest from Morenci is the justly celebrated
Bonanza camp, which appears to be a veritable mountain of
-
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silver and gold. In fact that portion of the district called Gold
Gulch, which is bounded on the east by the deep and tortuous
cañon and on the west by the valley, is a prominent range two
• 'or three miles long, which is a vast deposit, or rather innumerable deposits of gold and silver, which will require hundreds
of men to extract its immense wealth and scores of stamps and
a large smelter to reduce its ores. Considering the amount
of prospecting done on this mountain range the showing is
splendid, and there is sufficient evidence to warrant the belief
that the grandest results will follow the efforts of skilled labor
directed by enterprising capital. The claims of Messrs. Carripbell
and Muir, H. C. Hickey and Sheriff Crawford, are attracting
unusual attention on account of the frequent rich strikes that
are being made, and there is a score or more of men who recently commenced mining with only a' grub stake that are now
the happy owners of thousands of dollars more of ore and
elevated to a position among paying mine properties that were
a few months ago Considered prospects of a dubious value.
The splendid results now being accomplished is due to the experience that many of them have had in mining the peculiar
,kinds of rock prevalent in the district. Before they became
familiar with the nature of various formations, failures were the
rule, and success the exception ; now the order is reversed, and
the skilled, experienced and business-like miner never fails to
make good wages, and often a handsome stake. Ledges are
now under the process of development at this camp, which will
soon astonish the mining world by their uniformity rich yield
of gold. Toe quartz is in color reddish, and again some of it
is of a bluish tint and very fine gold, the rock carrying rich
sulphurets. If any capitalist who means business wants to become interested in a rich quartz lode let him call upon Louis
Jantzen, of Morenci, and get posted.
At Morenci, is situated the copper smelting works of the
Detroit Copper Co., whose mines have attained considerable
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depth and are honey-combed with thousands of feet of drifts,
tunnels, winzes and shafts, and keep two furnaces and concentrators running almost incessantly. The forces of men are being increased and developments progressing with greater energy
than ever before. This is a Michigan company, and the President, Wm. Church, Esq., resides on the property ; and
through his energetic and economical management, it has been
kept on a paying basis, all through the late depression in the
price of copper. The district is ribbed and seamed with veins of
copper ore, and to the enterprising prospector who wants to
take the chances, he will find in this company a market for his
ore, who will purchase it on the ground, cash down, and a fair
assay.
The Arizona Copper Company is a foreign corporation,
with headquarters in Scotland ; it has a capital of some four millions of dollars invested and is the owner of the townsite of Clifton; its works gives employment to over 3 00 men, and its prompt
monthly payment of cash, is of much benefit to the County at
large. During the late depression in the price of copper, this
company reduced its rate of wages, with the promise that when
copper was again 14 cents, to return to the payment of $3 per
day to miners, and they have now redeemed their promise.
About fifteen miles north of the Gila River, and extending
parallel with its course for a distance of over fifty miles, is the
Gila range. These mountains are not high, but their rugged
and precipitous, earthquake—torn and fire-scorched rocks
and crags present an appearance of wild and weird beauty, impossible to describe. The mesas that stretch away from their
foot clear to the river are covered knee-deep for the most of
the year with white gramma grass. Scattering groves of liveoak and juniper grow on their slope and in the carions. At
the springs that sparkle from the ro cks the deer come down to
water undisturbed by hunter or prospector.
For the most part this range is unexplored. Its mineral
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resources are scarcely known, much less developed. Within a
radius of a couple of miles from Walnut Springs, a few locations have been made and some work done with very encouraging results. A short description of several of the above mentioned prospects would serve to show what is meant by encouraging results.
The Gila Mine, located by J. B. Besner, of Solomonville,
the ore • vein is fOur feet wide ; assays have been obtained
averaging $ 4 0 in silver and $25 in gold. There are on this
claim two shafts of 90 feet and 35 feet respectively.
The Lone Star, owned by Anderson & Lindsay, yields
ore running $6o in silver and 4 0 per cent. copper. It has a.
shaft Ioo feet deep.
Taken in connection with her many other advantages,
in the mineral stores of Graham the great source of wealth,
minerals of every character and description abound in every
portion of the County, cropping out from the hill sides, and
even from the plains along the course of the great streams
which flow through the County from east to west. There is
found in the County, cevrendum, satin spar, and gypsum,
kaolin, copper, soapstone, maganese, iron, lead, silver, gold,
zinc, antimony, nickle, lithographic stone, semi-anthracite,
coal, magnesia, alum, limestone and free sandstone in abundance. Not one of these enumerated, but what is of great
value, being used daily in some form, and has a specific market
value. I imagine this question will run in the minds of some
of my readers. How is it if mineral stones and other valuable
deposits mentioned exist in such abundance that you can have
such good farming lands ? In reply, I say that so far as the
deposits mentioned being deleterious to the soil, it is, on the
contrary, beneficial, for the chemical effect of much of it mentioned amalgamates with the soil and gives it a richness
which produces cereals and other growths in sizes and quantities almost miraculous_ The heavy minerals are found in the
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mountain and hilly regions of the County where agriculture can
not be followed.
Perhaps in no way would an intending settler have a
better idea of society and the County in general than to arrive
in Solomonville in court times ; he would find no real estate
agent, no land investment company, would not have to listen
to the persuasions of some heartless speculator who shows him
a five acre patch with a nine inch house on, fenced with two
strands of barbed wire, and contains an embryo orange grove.
" What ! that line of slender green twigs yellowed, perhaps a
grove. "Yes sir," says Mr. Speculator, "and all I ask is five thousand dollars." No I he will find one-half mile from the court
house a body of as fine land as ever the sun shone on, and all
that is required is to comply with the land laws of the :United
States, and it is his. He will meet farmers from Safford who
will show him what industry has done ; may meet Mr. Supervisor Weech of Pima who can show him what his years of labor
has done for this Graham County soil, like dry and unfertile sand, which pays back ten fold for its care and keeping
while the northern land pays two. He sees a residence fit for a
prince ; look at his verandas hanging with tropical plants and
singing birds ; look at his porch, dainty tables, rugs, hammocks and brightly dressed childem ; no fear of frost on the
window panes or snow on the ground ; look at his garden, a
velvet carpet of the most beautiful flowers of every hue,
luscious peaches, while a calm air of contentment prevails
around, which makes him exclaim. It is good to be here. He
will meet Americans from the bayous of Louisiana, from the
Alabama cotton fields, from the North Carolina tar forests,
Maine lumbermen, Jerseymen, Americans from Canada, Americans from Ireland, Americans from everywhere, but still Americans. This is Mr. Supervisor Boon, the successful merchant
of Duncan, who, though he has no town lots to sell, is ever
ready to explain truthful facts of his section. He will meet
.
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men from the Cochise County line, cattle men, riata slingers
bucking mustang masters, who speak the English trimmed with
Spanish. They have dinero in thtir pockets ; they have left
their ranchos, their ramadas. They bestride caballos, not the
rowdy cow-by, but free hearted, well to do old settlers, the
bone and sinew of the County; nature's noblemen as Supervisor
Whelan, of Grant, who can give him the experience of a quarter
of a century of cattle breeding in the terriory ; meet Dan Ming
of the Arivaipai, a raiser of blooded horses, who can tell him
of ranges yet unoccupied. Will meet miners_ from the Rio
Frisco, who have stood knee deep in the mud of the golden
alluvial as it is being sluiced away ; men with hands hard and
horny, men never discouraged because their claim did not pay
this year, but resolved to tackle the same old claim again, the
claim that has claimed their muscle, their money, their time,
their credit, and the next week's work may bring well, who
knows. Good old honest pioneer prospectors, ever ready to
show the lay of the land and to share their bacon and flapjacks
with the new corner. He will meet Col. Ingram, an old
California miner, ever sanguine of treasures in Gold Gulch
see Pablo Salcido, of Clifton, who took out seven thousand
dollars in dust, on Chase creek, and who will take a pleasure to
explain his ideas. He can take a trip to Mount Graham, and
see Mr. A. Frye's pioneer mill and see the energy displayed in
lumbering in this rugged County, and the mine of wealth displayed in ber comparatively undeveloped forests.
He will find in the County seat an example of what ju
dicious and liberal business enterprise has accomplished; when
in eleven years the house of I. E. Solomon, has risen from a
jaquel of cottonwood poles, to a commodious mansion and wholesale mercantile establishment, with hundreds of acres of fertile
lands, with flocks and herds, and surrounded by this world's.
goods, all of which are distributed with a bounteous hand..
At the establishments of P. J. Bolan & Co., he will find
;
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the same liberal dealing, and the helping hand extended to the
new corner.
At the Gila hotel he will find fare that for a new country
will surprise him, and a cordial welcome. If he will take a
trip down the river to Safford and see Dr. Grosbeck's orchard
and vineyard, he will see fruits thai will compare with California
or Florida, and some three miles lower down he will find in the
new settlement of Tatchçs, a greeting from C. Layton, Esq.,
and W. D. Johnson, Esq., the Assessor of the County, who will
show him what a few years of thrift and energy has done, that
must only make him exclaim—how wonderful ? and it is wonderful; and one might be almost tempted to say the unaccountable features of the productive power of this land, is its great
adaptability to give perfect samples of varieties that are
supposed to find climatic features in degrees of latitude not
found in Arizona. New England maple trees are found growing in company with those that are supposed to find in
Florida, conditions essential to development ; on one hand you
find perfect specimens of pumpkins, apples, potatoes and beans ;
and the other, ribbon sugar-cane, and land that will produce the
finest cotton. It seems that Providence has dereed that on
these fertile lands the products of the North and South shall
meet and kiss each other, while the contented settler enjoys
the maximum of plenty with the minimum of toil. Shrubs in
the north become trees here. The farmer will find cheap and
fertile land, and love declining years ; he will find the climate
that happy medium that finds in a brief, crispy winter the tonic
to brace the system for the face of the summer sun. This settlement in a short time will set the pace for° her sister towns, for
to-day you find the largest collection of varieties of field, garden
and orchard crops in the County. Her own people are even
surprised at the sum total; he will see facts and misrepresentations under which the people so long striggled, have been
swept away and a moral, temperate and friendly people are
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on the high road to prosperity. Go and see them; you will
find their climate is not more genial than their hearts, and a.
hearty welcome awaits you. He will find less drunkenness than
in Kansas or Maine, and though no prohibition or high license,
will find in all the Gila Vale in which reside over fifty per cent.
of the population of the County, just one saloon in the County
seat, and in the towns of Safford and Pima, schools and
churches in their stead ; these things will he see. He will find
that he has not been deceived, and he must be hard indeed to
.please who does not exclaim in the words of Sheba's Queen,
"Half has not been told ;" and he will no doubt invite all his
friends to come and take up their abode in this land of plenty
and prosperity, where the people are frugal and industrious
and intelligent ; the men brave, honest and chivalrous, the
women, fair, beautiful and virtuous; the climate healthful and
- salubrious, and the soil the most fertile on the face of the earth.
.

.

THE ARIZONA COPPER COMPANY.
The following description of the works of the Arizona Copper Company, L'd., is taken in the main from the columns of
the Clifton Clarion
These works are situated between the San Francisco river
and Chase Creek, a tributary thereto, and are at the foot of a
rocky peak which raises its jagged head nearly 500 feet above
the river bed. The face of the towering cliff has been blasted
down for a distanc-e of nearly too feet, forming four rocky,
terraces, and on these terraces the buildings and machinery have
been erected. The upper terrace is so feet above the furnace
floors. There are located the ore-bins. These bins are 25 0
feet in length and 25 feet in width. Through the center, their
entire length, a strong partition of thick plank divides them
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into separate compartments. On the top of this dividing line,
if so we may term it, runs a 20-inch railroad track which brings
the coarse ore and concentrates directly from the mines in
Chase creek and dumps them into separate ore-bins on either
side. From here the coarse ore and fluxes are drawn off into
sheet-iron cars and conveyed over a track, a distance of r 2 feet,
into the crusher-house, which stands on the second terrace.
Here the ore is crushed by two Blake pulverizers. 'This
crushing hcuse is 6o x 45 feet, and so situated below the ore
bins that the rock is dumped directly into the crushing n ,ac hines,
and after being broken is discharged through gates into cars,
which carry it a distance of ro feet into what are known as
§tore bins. These store bins are built on the third terrace of
the hill, and are 250 X 12 feet and have a capacity of 2,200 tons.
They are arranged into compartments for ore and fluxes like
the bins above, and are solidly constructed. On this same
terrace, and separated from the ore-bins by a space of i o feet,
are the fine ore and coke bins. These latter bins are also
divided into compartments and have a length of 225 feet and
a width of 25 feet. Over the space between these two rows of
coke and ore houses a double railroad track has been laid. One
of the tracks is a 20-inch gauge and connects with the read
which winds its way to the mines on Chase Creek. Ihe ,6inch track, which adjoins, it, connects with the narrow-auge
road to Lordsburg, known as the Arizona and New Mexico
Railway. Over this track the coke and supplies for the smelters are brought and dumped into the lower line of the bins.
The ores and fluxes are next conveyed in iron hand-cars to
what are called the supply bins, situated on the charging floor of
the furnaces.
The plant ccnsists of five furnaces, three of 6o tons daily
capacity each, and two of 3 0 tons each. They are of the crucible water jacket pattern, and provided with all the lates improvements for the reduction of copper ore.
-
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The power to Move the entire plant is supplied by the San
Francisco River, the waters of which are conveyed a distance of
8,35 0 feet to the works. Of this distance 4,500 feet is through a
flume built of redwood lumber 7 /,
3
x 4 feet in the clear. At
the point where the water is taken from the river a strong pile
and boulder dam has been constructed. At the end of the
flume two turbine wheels receive the water and set in motion
the power that moves the machinery throughout the entire
structure. One of these wheels is situated north of the furnaces, and distant from them 73 feet. This wheel is 44 inches
in diameter, and with a 24-foot fall of water has a capacity of
142 horse power. Close by this wheel and between it and the
furnaces are situated five blowers connected by belting with the
main shaft. These blowers discharge their blast into one main
blast pipe 36 inches in diameter. These pipes extend along
the rear of the furnaces, and is tapped for each by a pipe running at right angles. which conveys the blast to the interior of
the furnaces. At each blower, as well as at the entrance to each
smelter, the power is regulated by means of blast gates, and the
capacity of the furnace can be increased or reduced. AboUt
15 0 feet east of the large wheel is a smaller turbine 23 inches
in diameter, giving with a 24 foot head of water, 4 0 horse
power. This smaller wheel is used for the purpose of driving
the crushers, the power being transmitted to this point by means
of a wire rope. Beside the water power the company has
erected two engines, one 12 x 12 x 36, a compound Corless, to
drive the blowers, pumps and concentrators, , in case the river
should get too low. Another engine is 9 x 16, an automatic
cut-off, to drive the crushers in the crushing-room. It is not
expected that water will fail them more than one 6r two months
in the year at Most, but the company have taken the precaution
to have steam ready should the turbines be unable to supply
the necessary force. The capacity of the works, when fully
under way, is from 225 to 25 0 tons of ore every 24 hours.
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East of and adjoining the smelting plant is situated the
concentrating works. The arrangement of the works throughout is convenient, and everything has been done to make the
works compaCt and secure, and has, as far as possible, been
made self-operating. The ore to be concentrated is taken by
cars from the bins and dumped on screens which separate the
fine and coarse, allowing the two classes to pass into separate
bins. The fine 'ore not needing crushing or rolling, passes
automatically into the elevator and is carried direct to the
revolving screen. The coarse ore is passed through a crusher
and then over a second screen, which separates the fine
particles and allows them to be carried likewise to the revolving
screens, while the cOarser ore passes through the Cornish roller
and is-again crushed. It is then carried to the revolving
screens, and by a simple arrangement' the coarser particles are
separated and returned to the crusher to be reduced to the
proper degree of fineness, when a second time they are raised
to the screens. The revolving screens are three in number and
separate the concentrates of different degrees of fineness
which pass from thence to the jigs, of which there are eight.
The jigs are so arranged (on the principle of the different
degrees of specific gravities of the bodies) that the concentrates,
'the middlings, which require further concentrating, and the
gangue, may be removed separately. The concentrates, by a
series of ccinduits, are conveyed to a vat, where they are
raised by an elevator and thence carried by a shute
to a bin near the Smelter, at the end of the shute a sort
of screen being placed which separates the water from the
ores and prevents it reaching the bins. lhe middlings are
carried to the crusher and the process of concentration repeated
with them. The gangue or waste is carried to the river and
dumped. The whole arrangement is automatic as far as
possible, and every arrangement has been made to ensure
economy and convenience in the working. The capacity of
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the concentrators is 8o tons every twenty-four hours.
As this company lacks a natural sl ig dump the waste is
can:el away by an ingenious arrangement greatly reducing the
expense which would be incurred by the old slag-pot method.
At the present writing the end of the dumps is fully 45 0 feet
disfant from the furnaces. Leading from within a few feet of
the furnaces a track is laid which is built for the most part on
the tod of slag., On this tract is run a sort of platform slag-car,
which is first run into what might be termed a huge iron mould,
the car itself forming the floor or base. Into this mould is
poured the molten slag as it is tapped from the furnaces into
slag-pots. When the mould is full and has become su ffi . iently
cool to be solidified (this process being hastened by a stream
of water which is played upon it almost constantly) the front of
the mould is open and a mule drags these from the car with its
red-hot mass and hauls it over the track to the end of the dump.
Light for the night operations of the entire works is furnished by a Weston dynamo of so arc lights, power being
furnished by a water-wheel driven by the waste water from the
44-inch /turbine wheel previously mentioned.
,

,

ITS RAILROADS.

The Arizona Copper Company receives all its supplies
from Lordsburg, 7 0 miles distant, over the Arizona and New
Mexico railway, which was constructed by the company at a
cost of $1,5oo,000. Forty miles of this road lies in Graham
County, the balance in New Mexico, and runs through a section of country wh ich affords the passenger views of the most
magnificent mountain scenery, diversified by glimpses of valley,
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plain and rive r. Leaving Lordsburg the train speeds over a
level and uninteresting country until the Gila River is reached, 4 0
miles from the starting point. The next twenty miles a slight
grade is encountered and the road runs through a fine stockraising country, with the Gila River almost constantly in view.
In many places the trains skirts the banks of the pretty stream
as it ripples over its rocky bed or runs with still waters through
;Dine deep cation, with high and precipitous sides. From
Guthrie to Clifton, a distance of eleven miles, the grade is exceedingly heavy and shows many triumphs of engineering skill.
At Guthrie a 150-foot truss bridge of wood and iron is crossed,
and in the remaining short distance there are four tunnels
aggregating 000 feet in length, and also 5000 feet of trestle
and pile bridging. To look down into some of these frightful
chasms from the car windows as the train winds like a huge
serpent among those beetling cliffs and over high trestles is an
experience enjoyed on but few railroads in the world. Approaching Clifton a grand sight is witnessed, one looking off
over peak after peak of the mountains until his eye rests upon
the towering summit of old Mount Graham, 6o miles distant.
On this part of-the road the maximum grade is 131 feet to the
mile and the curvature 28 degrees. At Clifton the San Francisco River is reached and crossed by another bridge similar
to the one at Guthrie, and as the train draws up to the neat
little depot at the northern terminus of the road, and the
passenger alights at the thriving and picturesque camp of Clifton, the passenger cannot help but feel that he has been more
than repaid for his trip over the Arizona and New Mexico railway. The gauge of this road is three feet and its construction
in every way first class, no better road-bed being found on any
mountain railway in the world.
Another railway belonging to this company which is especially worthy of mention, is that connecting the smelting
works with the mines on Chase Creek, and which, taken in
—
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connection with its inclines, its numerous and sharp curves,
tunnels, culverts, etc., is believed to be the most extensive and
interesiing railway of its kind in the United States. The
gauge of this little railway is 20 inches, its length about eight
miles, and some idea of the heavy grading and cutting that has
been done may be gained from the fact that its construction
cost over $130,000. The grade on portions of the road is 3 00 feet
to the mile, hile in places curves almost semi-circular in extent
are encountered which are nearly 45 degrees. Leading up the
steep hillsides to the different groups of mines on either side of
the track have been built inclines, and a loaded car corning
down brings up an empty one. Ore houses are built at the
foot of these inclines, where the ores are dumped and then
dropped by a chute into the cars. Two trains are kept constantly at work hauling ore to the smelters and returning with
supplies. The Longfellow incline runs two cars up and two
down each trip and is 2,200 feet in length, passing through a
tunnel 35 0 feet in length. The Queen incline is 96 0 feet in
length ; the Metcalf 1,400 feet. The King incline adjoining, is
one of the most interesting of the series, passing, as it does, up
the side of one hill 900 feet, from whence the Cars are hauled
by mules through a tunnel 1,600 feet in length, and over
a trestle bridge zoo feet in length and 8o feet in height,
across a rocky cation where the mules journey ceases.
Here the wire cable is once more attached to the car and a
further ascent made of 2,400 feet to the mine. The Coronado
incline is probably the longest and steepest incline in the United
States over which cars are run by their own specific gravity.
It leads up the side of a rocky, precipitous mountain at an
average angle of 32 degress and pierces its jagged peak a distance of 3,3 00 feet from the starting point, and from there, by
a gradual descent of 180 feet to the mine.. Although these
inclines are carefully managed and comparatively safe, there are
few who ride them for the first time without lively emotions of fear.
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Situaie, . 'Clifton are the machine and repair shops, and
round-house. The machine shops are furnished with all
the necessary machinery of, the latest patterns for the
quick and thorough repair of locomotives and cars. The
round-house has a capacity of four locomotives. Both buildings are substantially built of brick, closely adjoin each other
and occupy a grounel space of ioo square feet.
'I'he Arizona Copper Company also own and control three
stores, one at Clifton, and one each at Longfellow and Metcalf.
The store at Clifton is a large and handsome brick 'structure
75 x 37% feet, and does a very large and lucrative business,
employing five clerks, who are kept busily at work waiting upon
their many customers.
The plant together with its various appointments, of the
Arizona Copper Company, is among the most extensive of its
kind in the West and is indicative of the vast mineral resources
of Graham County, to which attention is now being drawn.

CLIFTON CLARION PRINT.
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JEROME H. VAUGHN. whose postoffice address is Solomonville, will answer
nt length any communications addressed to him, and will, without any charge,
show and direct immigrants to vacant land in this County,

